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The Kentucky Office of Insurance (Office) finds it necessary to clarify the circumstances under which an
insurer may issue a health benefit plan as an individual policy to individual employees. To begin, KRS
304.17A-200(8) stipulates as follows:
A health benefit plan issued as an individual policy to individual
employees or their dependents through or with the permission of a
small employer shall be issued on a guaranteed-issue basis to all
full-time employees and shall comply with the pre-existing condition provisions of KRS 304.17A-220.
In other words, individual policies issued to individual employees of a small employer must be issued on
a guaranteed basis if issued “through or with the permission of a small employer.”
Hence, “through or with the permission of a small employer” is established either by written agreement
between the small employer and insurer or by the actions of the small employer and insurer.
Specifically, any number of the following circumstances might be indicators that the insurer issued
individual policies to individual employees with the permission of the small employer. (This list is not all
inclusive.)
1. A small employer changes from providing small group coverage to providing insurance for employees

through individual policies, once the group coverage expires;
2. The insurer’s agent contacts the small employer to conduct business;
3. Group and individual quotes are requested and given;
4. Insurer coordinates administration of policy with employer;
5. A small employer pays all or a percentage of the premiums for its employees to the insurer either
directly or indirectly through a reimbursement arrangement;
6. Payroll deduction of employees’ premium occurs;
7. All employees are with the same individual carrier or the same agent issues individual policies to all or
most of the employees;
8. The same agent offers different individual policies from different companies;
9. The employer gives specified agents or companies exclusive access to employees; or
10. Solicitation, negotiation, and sale are done during work hours at the invitation of employer or on
employer’s time.
As previously stated, once permission by the small employer is established, an insurer may issue health
benefit plans as individual policies to individual employees or their dependents. The insurer, however,
must comply with the two (2) additional requirements provided under KRS 304.17A-200(8). First, the
insurer must issue the individual policies on a guaranteed-issue basis to all full-time employees and their
dependents. And, second, the insurer must make certain that the individual policies comply with the
pre-existing condition provisions of KRS 304.17A-220.
In summary, if permission from the small employer is evident, but individual policies are not issued to
employees and dependents on a guaranteed-issue basis and/or the policies do not comply with the preexisting condition provisions of KRS 304.17A-220, the insurer would be in violation of KRS 304.17A200(8).
Any questions should be addressed to Jill Mitchell, Branch Manager, at (502) 564-6088.
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